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Introduction
Spaztoken project is designed to be a bridge between businesses and
children’s wellbeing. It will offer great investment opportunity for all
interested investors. It is no news that the cryptocurrency market cap
is growing by the day, thus a great rewarding venture for
businesses. The future appeal of cryptocurrencies lies in allowing
everyone benefit from an uninterrupted channel of personal
financial dominance, secure global transparent transactions, lower
transaction fees when compared to all existing fiat currencies or
central banks digital currencies. Spaz Play Theme Park will be sited
in a strategic location that will ensure convenience for not only
interested clienteles but also employees of the spaztoken project as
well. We have a team of highly qualified professionals, who will

work with children and our clients, to use our eco-friendly Spaz Play
Playground and Children's Play Center facility in the most
advantageous way possible for child development and to ensure
any household living in Africa can afford.
There are several sustainable and expansion strategies in place to
ensure that our business continues to grow strong both in the

decentralized blockchain world and infraverse.
spaz play Playgrounds will be centrally located in densely populated,
residential areas, with the targeted demographic (high population
of children under age eighteen, in African countries); this is
obviously going to give the project an edge amongst other
competitors who have no presence there.

Value
The principal strength and competitive edge of spaztoken is
embedded in its incredible community and core development team
that guarantees world's best security and administration quality. In
the interim, spaztoken skilled activity group will make a splendid

and prosperous future through long haul and enormous scope on
the web/disconnected advancement and activity. The project
revenue will be remunerated to dynamic users who contribute and
advance in the platform engagement both offline and online. Due
to the architecture of the spaz ecosystem we are sure the
amusement model will give our community the autonomy and

rewarding addition function implemented in the usage of the
spaztoken platform both in the short and long terms.

Mission
Our knowledge of the world's financial system has given us the
drive to create a system that is stable, risk free and appealing

to the world as we help in the transition from the fiat currency to
cryptocurrency. The spaztoken project is contributing to the
global economic morphism through children entertainment and
amusement also to create a channel where users can have total
control of their assets and fun engagement in real time without
restrictions of location, corporate and political influence. In

addition the spaztoken ecosystem will ensure independent
control of users data by the users only without a third-party
influence or breach.

Vision
spaztoken will restructure how cryptocurrencies are perceived by
making the entertainment on the blockchain seamless, refined and
trustless which will also have additional impact of positivity in the
lives of its daily users.

Game On!
The spaztoken project is a rewarding web based infraverse
platform for underage kids and teenagers who we believe deserve
opportunities to participate in a well entertaining and passion
developing childhood.
Globally there are lots of kids deprived of adequate comforting

experience when it comes to playgrounds, central parks, toy stories
etc. This project is to help improve their livelihood and decency
through unforgettable entertaining experience by creating an
infraverse bridge to help parents with busy work schedule, time
consuming business management and their children by creating
accessible

facilities

using

modern
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spaz play is a reality experienceexperience but also the team
amusement park plan of thisguide who are direct team
amazing project which will bemembers of the project. We
sited in strategic locations thathave several sustainable and
will ensure convenience for notexpansion strategies in place to
only the users to get to getensure that our business continues

deeply involved with on-demandto grow strong.

Features
SPAZ PLAYGROUND

SPAZ THEMEPARK

SPAZ GAME

SPAZ EDUCARE

Products
• Spaz Access Card

• Catering

• On-site Accommodation

• Parking Fees

• Gift Shops

• Consultancy

• Advertising

• Franchise

• Coin-Operated Games

• Training

• Exhibition

• Virtual Rewards

Tokenomics
Token name

Spaz token

Token ticker

SPAZ TOKEN

Symbol

Spaz

Token total supply

1,000,000

Distribution mechanisms

Fair Launch + IEO

Blockchain

Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

Contract address

0X05E47E52418E79DF698902CE6DA5795AF0DA821E

Decimal

18

Ownership status

Retained

Website

www.spaztoken.com

Telegram

t.me/swapcoinzgroup

Email

contact@spaztoken.org
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